
          Adventure before Dementia

The scribbles of an aged couple who are enjoying the 
                        best times of their life. 

Update 20/4/2015 Nevers
This trip we are off to follow the river Loire, Frances longest river. It actually 
starts in the central massif near St Etiene. But we are joining it at the start 
of its middle section at a small city called Nevers, then following it to the sea a
distance of about 350mls. Any time we have left before our return ferry at 
the end of June we will spend on the Brittany coast.

It does not matter where you are going, there is always people doing exciting 
and interesting things. At the Dover ferry port we got parked up with the 
Cornish Austin Seven club going on a European trip.



Going Nuts.
                          We have been to a small Town about 20 miles from 
Dunkerque twice, on the outskirts there is a Lidl and a Aldi next to each
other with easy parking. Well we found the town but we could not find 
the shops (even with tom tom.)

Like of the Day.
                                Diesel at 90p per ltr.

Laxative of the Day.
                                Joining a very very busy Paris ring road from 
the fast lane side, and then the fast lane ending after ¼ mile. (it's 
amazing how you can squeeze a camper towing a scooter in-between 2 
east European trucks doing 90kph)

That night we stayed at a camp-site in a huge country park just outside
Paris with a shuttle bus to Euro Disney and the rail station to Paris all 
for £12 per night, which is a lot less than the 30 euro for the camper 
stop at Euro Disney The large lake was 4.6 km round.

  
                       



Food.
          We live in Lincolnshire the veg garden of England, and I found 
these very strange.

Nevers
             Is a small city on the north bank of the Loire with a typical 
arch bridge cathedral and ancient houses. It is also the start of the Loire
cycle route which goes down river to St Nazaire approx 600km broke 
into 32 sections between 14km – 33km which can be joined together 
to suite the ability of the cyclist. There was 4 different groups in the 
camp-site doing it.


